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DksA2, a zinc-independent structural analog of the transcription factor
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Transcription factor DksA contains a four-Cys Zn2 +-finger motif thought to be responsible for struc-
tural integrity and the relative disposition of its domains. Pseudomonas aeruginosa encodes an addi-
tional DksA paralog (DksA2) that is expressed selectively under Zn2+ limitation. Although DksA2
does not bind Zn2+, it complements the Escherichia coli dksA deletion and has similar effects on tran-
scription in vitro. In this study, structural and biochemical analyses reveal that DksA2 has a similar
fold, domain structure and RNA polymerase binding properties to those of the E. coli DksA despite
the lack of the stabilizing metal ion.

Structured summary of protein interactions:
RNAP and DksA2 bind by biochemical (View interaction)
DksA and RNAP bind by biochemical (View interaction)
DksA2 and DksA2 bind by X-ray crystallography (View interaction)
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1. Introduction

Zn2+ is an essential cofactor for many proteins [1] and its homeo-
stasis is essential for bacterial cell survival, a need often exploited
by mammalian cells which resist bacterial invasion by either
depleting [2] or increasing [3] Zn2+ in infected areas. One of the
strategies utilized by bacteria to maintain sufficient Zn2+ levels is
to use Zn2+-containing proteins as a reservoir. For example, YtiA, a
Zn-independent paralog of the ribosomal protein L31, is known to
mobilize Zn2+ from the ribosomes under Zn2+ limitation [4].

A bacterial stress regulator DksA belongs to a family of DNA-
independent transcription factors. Escherichia coli (EC) DksA
consists of a coiled-coil (CC) domain, which approaches the RNA
polymerase (RNAP) active site through the secondary channel,
and a globular domain, most of which lacks secondary structure
and binds to the b0 rim helices (RH) outside of the channel
(Fig. 1). The fold of the globular domain and relative orientation
of the two domains appear to be maintained by a Zn2+ ion chelated
to four cysteines [5]. We recently reported that some bacteria also
encode DksA2, a functional Zn-independent DksA paralog that is
expressed under Zn starvation [6]. Similar to the DksA role in
bacterial virulence [7–9], a Zn-independent paralog could confer
a selective advantage in evading the immune response.

In this work we report the structure of DksA2 from Pseudomo-
nas aeruginosa (PA), which, to our knowledge, this is the first re-
ported structure of a Zn-independent paralog. The structure
shows remarkable preservation of the domain organization of the
DksA-fold and illustrates an evolutionary strategy to stabilize a
protein scaffold without the normally required metal ion. Our anal-
ysis highlights the preservation of an appropriate inter-domain
interface which is essential for maintenance of the global DksA2
structure; even small perturbations at this interface impair protein
folding and function.

2. Methods

2.1. Reagents

All general reagents and oligonucleotides were obtained from
Sigma–Aldrich (St. Louis, MO), NTPs from GE Healthcare (Piscata-
way, NJ, USA), ApC from Iba (Goettingen, Germany), PCR reagents
from Gene Choice (Frederick, MD, USA), restriction and modifica-
tion enzymes from New England Biolabs (Ipswich, MA, USA), and
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Fig. 1. Structures of (A) PA DksA2 and (B) EC DksA (1TJL) with the key residues shown as sticks. The Zn2+ ion is shown as a sphere, the C-termini are marked.
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[32P]-NTPs from Perkin–Elmer (Waltham, MA, USA). Plasmids used
in this work are listed in Supplementary Table S1.

2.2. Proteins

DksA [5], DksA2 [6] and RNAP [10] were purified as described
previously. Proteins were dialyzed against buffers containing
100 mM NaCl and 0.1 mM EDTA (with or without 5 mM DTT or
b-mercaptoethanol, BME); 20 mM Na-phosphate, pH 7, was used
for CD analysis, 20 mM Tris–HCl, pH 6.9, was used for all other as-
says. DksA2 (15 lM) was oxidized in Tris–HCl, pH 7.9, 50 mM NaCl
at room temperature with 3.75 mM diamide (30 min) or 0.1%
hydrogen peroxide (1 h).

2.3. Thiol modification

Modification of free cysteines in vitro was done using 15–
200 lM of DksA2 and 250 mM of [PEG]12-maleimide (Thermo Fish-
er, Waltham, MA) in 20 mM Na-phosphate buffer, pH 7.5, 50 mM
NaCl for 2 h at room temperature. For in vivo modification, E. coli
cultures induced for 2 h with 0.3 mM IPTG were incubated for
30 min on ice with 10 mM of N-ethylmaleimide (NEM) or iodoacet-
amide (IAM), as described in [11]. Cells were then harvested and
proteins were purified as described above.

2.4. X-ray crystallography and NMR analysis

Crystallization of DksA2 was carried out by vapor diffusion in
hanging drops. The X-ray diffraction data were collected at the
sector 21-ID of the Advanced Synchrotron Source at the Argonne
National Laboratories. The details of crystallization, data collection
and crystal structure determination, as well as the description of
the NMR analysis, are given in Supplementary Methods. The struc-
ture and structure factor amplitudes were deposited into the Pro-
tein Data Bank under accession number 4IJJ. Calculation of solvent
accessible surface area (ASA) of the globular domain was carried
out with Surface Racer [12] and the ASA of this peptide in the un-
folded state was estimated as previously reported [13].
3. Results

3.1. PA DksA2 structure is similar to that of EC DksA

We showed that EC DksA and PA DksA2 function similarly
in vivo and in vitro, despite the absence of the Zn-finger in the lat-
ter [6]. In addition, modest similarity between DksA and DksA2
(34% identity in overall sequence, 18% in their N-terminal halves)
prompted us to characterize DksA2 structurally. We overexpressed
and purified PA DksA2 from E. coli and determined its crystal struc-
ture. The crystallographic data and refinement statistics are given
in Supplementary Table S2.

The crystals contain three molecules of DksA2 per asymmetric
unit. This crystallographic trimer is stabilized by three specifically
bound sulfate ions from the crystallization solution, with one sul-
fate coordinating two adjacent DksA2 molecules (Supplementary
Fig. S1). The structure of DksA2 is generally similar to that of EC
DksA (Fig. 1), but there are several minor differences in the lengths
of helices and their orientations (Supplementary Fig. S2), as well as
in conformations of the loops of the globular region and the CC
hairpin. In the most divergent N-terminal region, these differences
include a shorter loop after the N-terminal helix in DksA2 and, con-
sequently, a different orientation of this helix relative to the rest of
the protein.

Notably, instead of a bound Zn2+ ion, the two Cys residues of
DksA2 (Cys96 and Cys117) are in the immediate proximity of each
other consistent with the presence of a disulfide bond, likely stabi-
lizing this region of the protein. Remarkably, the fold of the very
small globular domain of DksA2 is very similar to that of DksA de-
spite the absence of Zn2+ coordination in DksA2. In the 64-residue
globular domain of DksA2, only about 3700 Å2 of solvent accessible
surface area is buried upon folding of an extended peptide, indica-
tive of a very small hydrophobic core. Such small globular domains
(in the absence of structural metals) are very marginally stable
[14].

3.2. DksA2 interacts with RNAP similarly to DksA

To examine whether, like EC DksA, DksA2 binds in close prox-
imity to the RNAP active site located at the base of the secondary
channel, we used Fe2+-mediated cleavage. In this assay, �OH radi-
cals generated by Fe2+ ion bound in the RNAP active site cleave
nearby protein or nucleic acid regions [5,15,16]. We found that
the end-labeled DksA2 was cleaved similarly to DksA, and only in
the presence of RNAP (Fig. 2A), indicating that DksA2 also binds
near the enzyme’s active site.

Next, we tested the effect of a double substitution (b0672D,
673D) at the tip of the RH domain (RHDD) on DksA2 activity; these
substitutions abolished EC DksA binding to RNAP [17]. We mea-
sured synthesis of a 4-nt RNA product from the rrnB P1 promoter,
which is inhibited by both DksA and DksA2 [18]. We found that
DksA2 was unable to act on and bind to RHDD RNAP (Fig. 2), sug-
gesting that the RH serve as a binding site for DksA2, as they do
for DksA.

We recently proposed that an i6 insertion in the b0 trigger loop
hinders EC DksA access into the secondary channel; consistently,
deletion of i6 augments DksA effects on transcription [19]. In sup-
port for a common mode of interactions with RNAP, inhibition of
transcription from rrnB P1 by DksA2 was increased in the absence
of i6 (Fig. 2B).



Fig. 2. DksA2 and DksA bind to RNAP similarly. (A) Binding through the secondary channel was assayed using localized Fe2+ cleavage as described in [16] using 20 nM [32P]-
labeled DksA or DksA2 and 400 nM E. coli RNAP (WT or the RHDD variant). (B) Effects of mutations in DksA2 and RNAP on transcription from the rrnB P1 promoter. Assays were
performed in three repeats as described in [6] with 5 lM DksA2, 30 nM RNAP, and 10 nM template; ApC, UTP and [a32P]-GTP were used as substrates. Gels were quantified by
phosphorimaging (ImageQuant software, Molecular Dynamics).
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Finally, all characterized secondary channel regulators have at
least one essential acidic residue at the tip of their CC domains
[5,15]. We found that, similarly to all other members of this family,
substitution of CC tip residues Asp53 and Asp56 of DksA2 for Asn
abolished DksA2 activity (Fig. 2B).

3.3. DksA2 cysteines can form a disulfide bond

In DksA, the Zn-finger is formed by four cysteines, two from
the region lacking the secondary structure and two from the
C-terminal helix (Fig. 1). Thus, the Zn-finger has been proposed
to dictate the orientation between these two structural elements
and possibly the overall stability. In DksA2, the two remaining
cysteines are juxtaposed (Fig. 3A), suggesting that a disulfide
bond could play an analogous role. To test this idea, we used
[PEG]12-maleimide, which binds covalently to free thiols and
consequently increases the protein size by 710 Da per free
cysteine. Fig. 3B shows that reduced (during dialysis in the pres-
ence of 2 mM BME) DksA2 reacted almost completely with
[PEG]12-maleimide, whereas only �60% of protein was modified
in the absence of BME, suggesting partial oxidation. Treatment
with hydrogen peroxide, which oxidizes free thiols predominantly
into sulfonyls, or diamide, which induces the formation of disulfide
bonds, protected DksA2 from modification. These results indicate
that Cys96 and Cys117 can form a covalent bond.
3.4. The disulfide bond plays a minor role in DksA2 activity in vivo and
in vitro

If the disulfide bond is necessary to maintain the correct orien-
tation between its domains, reducing conditions would be ex-
pected to decrease DksA2 activity. We tested this prediction by
measuring DksA2 activity at the rrnB P1 promoter in the presence
or absence of BME; EC DksA was used as a control to ensure that
removing BME does not affect the transcription complex. Surpris-
ingly, DksA2 activity was modestly increased in the presence of
BME (Fig. 3C). Treating DksA2 with diamide or dialyzing DksA2
in non-reducing conditions had a similar modest inhibitory effect
(Fig. 3D). We conclude that the disulfide bond is not essential,
and may be even inhibitory, for DksA2 function; we cannot exclude
the possibility that inhibition under the oxidizing conditions is due
to modification of other DksA2 residues.

Even though DksA2 is likely located in the cytoplasm, which is
reducing in E. coli [20] and P. aeruginosa [21], the close proximity of
the cysteines suggests that they may form a bridge in vivo. To test
this prediction, we performed thiol alkylation of free cysteines in
the cell. The method, reviewed by Hansen and Winther [22] and
illustrated in Fig. 3E, is composed of four major steps: (i) irrevers-
ibly blocking free thiols with a membrane-permeable alkylating
agent; (ii) washing the alkylating agent and purifying the protein;
(iii) reducing any preexisting disulfide bonds by dialysis into



Fig. 3. A disulfide bond in DksA2. (A) A bridge between Cys96 and Cys117 observed in the structure. (B) Probing the thiols with [PEG]12-maleimide. Labeling was done for 2 h
at room temperature and samples were analyzed on a 12% SDS–PAGE gel. (C) DksA2 activity is modestly increased in buffers containing BME. Transcription from the rrnB P1
promoter was assayed as described in Fig. 2; the fold effect corresponds to a fraction of overall transcription in the absence of DksA. (D) Oxidation has a modest inhibitory
effect on DksA2 activity. (E) DksA2 cysteines are mostly in a reduced form in the cell. Cell were treated with IAM prior to lysis. DksA2 was purified and treated with [PEG]12, as
above.
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BME-containing buffer; and (iv) detecting free thiols by treatment
with [PEG]12-maleimide. Only those cysteines that were protected
from alkylation in the cell, but are exposed after purification and
treatment with BME, will react with [PEG]12-maleimide. We found
that treating the cells with IAM (Fig. 3D) or NEM (Supplementary
Fig. S3) significantly reduced modification by [PEG]12-maleimide
after purification. This result indicates that Cys96 and Cys117 res-
idues do not form a stable disulfide bond but cannot rule out a
transient bridge in dynamic equilibrium with free thiols in vivo.
We cannot exclude a possibility that overexpressing DksA2 may
change its oxidative state, but we note that high levels of DksA2
are required to compensate for DdksA phenotypes in vivo [6].

3.5. Substitutions of DksA2 cysteines destabilize the tertiary structure

Since formation (or reduction) of a disulfide bond did not signif-
icantly affect DksA2 activity, we reasoned that substitutions of
Cys96 and Cys117 for Val should have a similarly modest effect.
Surprisingly, we found that even a single C96V substitution largely
abolished DksA2 inhibitory activity at rrnB P1 promoter in vitro,
whereas double substitutions C96V/C117V and C96V/C117A elim-
inated it (Fig. 4A). The latter result is particularly striking, since a
Val–Ala pair is almost isosteric and similarly non-polar to a Cys–
Cys pair [23], and suggests that the domain interface is very sensi-
tive even to minor perturbations of geometry and/or polarity.

To examine possible changes in the secondary structure, we
compared circular dichroism (CD) spectra of the wild-type (WT)
DksA2 and the DksA2C96V,117V variant. As expected from the high
proportion of helical structure in DksA2, the CD spectra are domi-
nated by helices (i.e., strong minima at 208 and 222 nm). Notably,
we did not observe significant changes between the two proteins
(Fig. 4B).

To inspect differences in the tertiary structure, we used the
intrinsic protein emission assay [24] which relies on the difference
in emission of tryptophan residues in different environments.
DksA2 contains a Trp residue in each domain and exhibits identical
emission spectra with a peak at 345 nm both in the absence
and in the presence of BME (Fig. 4C), arguing against disulfide



Fig. 4. Effects of substitutions of DksA2 cysteines. (A) Substitutions of Cys96 and Cys117 abolish DksA2 activity at rrnB P1. (B) Substitutions of two Cys residues have minimal
effect on DksA2 secondary structure as monitored by circular dichroism, featuring strong helical signatures at 208 and 222 nm. (C) Intrinsic protein fluorescence emission of
DksA2WT and DksA2C96V,117V (200 nM) in 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 50 mM NaCl. Excitation was done at 285 nm and emission scan was done between 320 and 380 nm with a
5 nm slit size using F7000 Fluorimeter (Hitachi). (D) Overlay of two-dimensional 15N–1H HSQC spectra of DksA2 (black) and DksA2C96V (red). Loss of dispersed resonances in
the DksAC96V spectrum suggests destabilization of the globular domain.
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bond-induced structural changes. In contrast, a significant increase
in overall fluorescence and an emission peak shift to 340 nm in
DksA2C96V,117V spectrum suggests conformational changes induced
by substitutions.

To gain further insights into structural changes induced by a Cys
substitution, we compared two-dimensional 1H–15N correlated
NMR spectra of DksA2 and DksA2C96V. Although the DksA2 spec-
trum exhibits a high degree of resonance overlap, as expected from
its coiled-coil structure, a number of dispersed resonances can be
clearly observed, including two distinct resonances in the expected
region for tryptophan indole He1. In contrast, the DksA2C96V spec-
trum is characterized by broadened peaks and very poor chemical
shift dispersion; moreover, the signal for one of the tryptophan sig-
nals is no longer observed, indicating either overlap or excessive
broadening (Fig. 4D). These features are consistent with the notion
that the tertiary structure of the globular domain in DksAC96V is
highly destabilized compared to the wild-type protein.

Structural similarity between DksA and DksA2 raises an inter-
esting question: can EC DksA lose its Zn-finger and still function
in a similar way to DksA2? To answer this question, we substituted
two Cys residues for their counterparts in DksA2. This EC
DksAC96T,138A variant was poorly soluble in the cell and was com-
pletely inactive at the rrnB P1 promoter in vitro (Supplementary
Fig. S4), consistent with other reports on the importance of the
Zn-finger for DksA activity [25].
4. Discussion

In this work we report the structure of P. aeruginosa DksA2, a
paralog of the stress regulator DksA. This is the first available struc-
ture of a Zn-independent paralog (which are widespread in nature)
that illustrates an alternative strategy for maintaining a protein
fold in the absence of a ‘‘structural’’ metal. The structure and sub-
sequent biochemical analysis indicate that despite the lack of two
of the four Cys residues required for the Zn-finger motif and the
consequent absence of a bound Zn2+, Dksa2 fold and its binding
mode to RNAP are strikingly similar to that of EC DksA. The two
cysteines of DksA2 are in close proximity to each other in the struc-
ture, suggesting that DksA2 could use a disulfide bond instead of a
Zn-finger to maintain its structure.

Our analysis indicates that while this disulfide bond can form
in vitro, it may only be formed transiently (if at all) in vivo. Irre-
versible formation of this disulfide bond in vitro has modest effects
on DksA2 function, which may indicate that changes in the redox
state of the cytoplasm may modulate the activity of DksA2. Nota-
bly, a chemical modification of the Cys thiols (likely to sulfonyl
groups) or their substitutions for conserved residues abolish DksA2
activity and have dramatic effects on its tertiary structure. This
suggests that maintaining the close distance between the sulfur
atoms, even if transiently, is essential for the maintenance of the
structural integrity of DksA2 and hence, for its function. This could
explain why these two Cys residues are conserved among DksA2 –
our results show that even the least perturbing substitutions are
detrimental. We propose that the two cysteines are a critical part
of a larger network of interactions that helps maintain the overall
structure and the orientation between the globular and CC domain
in the absence of a Zn-finger.

We show that while the formation of a long-lived disulfide bond
per se is not required for DksA2 activity in vitro, substitutions of
cysteines compromise its structure. Our data suggest that Cys96
and Cys117 make key contributions to the compact domain inter-
face in DksA2 since even a nearly isosteric VA substitution, pre-
dicted to have the smallest effect on the geometry of a Cys/Cys
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pair based on studies of a model protein ROP [23], abolished DksA2
activity (Fig. 4A). Alternatively, formation of a transient disulfide
bond may be required during the initial protein folding but is dis-
pensable thereafter, as has been demonstrated for several proteins
[20,26,27]. We evaluated this possibility by refolding DksA2 in the
presence and absence of DTT. The refolded protein exhibited a
comparable activity and 1H–15N HSQC spectrum to those of
DksA2WT irrespective of the presence or absence of DTT (Supple-
mentary Fig. S5), arguing against a key role of the disulfide bond
in folding.

Altogether, our analysis demonstrates that DksA2 serves as a
backup during Zn2+ starvation – it maintains the necessary quater-
nary structure in the absence of Zn2+ and functions similarly to
DksA. Similar structural adaptation is likely to be found in paralogs
of other Zn-finger proteins.
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